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President’s Message

For AEA, a Return to Normal Means Taking up
Strategic Planning Process

F

irstly, I hope this column
finds you and your families
healthy and well. These past
three months have been
unlike anything we’ve seen in recent
history, and have confronted us with
issues that were unimaginable just a
few short months ago. We are being
challenged medically, economically,
socially, and psychologically in ways
that inevitably compel us to rethink
our daily lives and routines. As water

and wastewater utilities we have had
to guarantee continuity of the most
basic of services in a civilized society. Due to the deep pool of talent, on
all levels, in our membership, we can
proudly say that the services we provide have continued unabated during
this pandemic. We have improvised
for sure, but we are making it work
as our commitment to the people we
serve is unwavering.

AEA is playing an important role
in supporting members. We participated in many online meetings with a
cross-section of the sector as people
adjusted staffing schedules, reviewed
sampling and lab protocols, traded
information about supplies of PPE
and discussed other critical matters.
AEA weighed in with regulators
as they prepared pandemic-related
Continues on page 3
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Congratulations to the 2019 EPDA Cohort. Seated l to r: Kylene Clemens,
Ocean County UA, Jamie Avagnano, Pequannock River Basin RSA, Kaitlyn
Fare, Evesham MUA, Karen Burris, AEA Office Manager. Second row l to r:
Michael Pizzuti, Evesham MUA, Emmanuel Stuppard, Willingboro MUA, Peter
Machotka, Ocean County UA, Peggy Gallos, AEA Executive Director, Benigno
Aquino, Ocean County UA, Gerry Lardiere, Ocean County UA, Peter Canal,
Bayshore RSA. Third row l to r: Richard Brand, AEA First Vice President, Brian
Valentino, Academy Director, Jeffrey Magil, Western Monmouth UA, Larry
Chambers, Plainfield MUA, James Agnello, Ocean County UA, Maximino Arce,
Western Monmouth UA.
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LEADERSHIP IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND
REDEVELOPMENT LAW, LITIGATION & NOW
CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCY
Recognizing the ever-increasing challenges that our

local government entities face as the result of extreme climate
forces affecting public health, safety and the environment,
Maraziti Falcon, LLP has developed a practice area devoted to
assisting our clients to increase resiliency and strategically plan
for a changing climate.

Extreme weather conditions and excessive regional,

local and coastal flooding and storm surges threaten
infrastructure, transportation and our clients’ ability to protect
assets, resulting in a need to adapt governance to meet these
challenges and revise existing policies and ordinances to better
protect against the adverse effects of these life-altering events.
This practice area complements Maraziti Falcon’s existing practice devoted to the
counseling of public and private entities regarding environmental, redevelopment,
land use law, government, construction law and litigation.

Environmental and Redevelopment Law,
Litigation & Climate Change Resiliency
150 JOHN F. KENNEDY PARKWAY, SHORT HILLS, NEW JERSEY 07078
(973) 912-9008 • FAX (973) 912-9007 • WWW.MFHLAW.COM
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2020 Leadership Team
Officers
JUSTIN FLANCBAUM, President
Lakewood Township MUA
RICHARD BRAND, 1st Vice President
East Windsor MUA
STEVE SPECHT, 2nd Vice President
Brick Township MUA
BRIAN BRACH, Treasurer
Manasquan River RSA
DAVE HARPELL, Past President
Jackson Township MUA

Directors
DIANE ALEXANDER, ESQ.
Maraziti Falcon
RON ANASTASIO
Somerset Raritan Valley SA
CHRISTINE BALLARD
CDM Smith
STEVE BLANKENSHIP
Hamilton Township MUA
SUE BRASEFIELD
Maser Consulting
DAVID BROWN
Boro Bradley Breach
BERNARD BUJAK
South Monmouth RSA
CARRIE FEUER
Hamilton Twp. DWPC

President’s Message
Continued from page 1

regulatory guidance for drinking water, wastewater and Title V.
The AEA Legislative Committee
discussed more than 20 pieces of
emergency legislation, and AEA
submitted comments on a number
of them. Our website has become a
clearinghouse for guidance from the
State, EPA, the CDC, PEOSHA and
others, and we posted resolutions,
emergency plans and other documents
sent to us by members, as a resource
for all members. AEA also created
two one-minute videos, one with the
message, “We Got This,” assuring the
public that our members were keeping
services going, and the second asking
the public to keep wipes out of the
sewer system. Both of these videos
were widely shared on social media.
The board met online in May and
followed up on a priority identified at
the board’s annual planning session in
January: that is to finalize a strategic
plan. This type of planning is long
overdue, the board agreed, and is
particularly timely given the fact that
2021 is the 50th anniversary year for
AEA.
The board asked Peggy Gallos to
get the ball rolling with a draft, and
now four board members have volunteered to develop the draft. They are

By Justin Flancbaum, President
Brian Brach, Brian Valentino, Bernie
Bujak and Christine Ballard. We are
grateful for their willingness to give
time on this important project. It will
help catapult AEA into the future.
Stay healthy. Stay Well.

BOB FISCHER
PS&S
TOM LAUSTSEN
PVSC
JEFFREY ROLLINS
Evesham MUA
JOHN SCHERI
Mott MacDonald
BRIAN VALENTINO
Western Monmouth UA
LEGAL COUNSEL
JOHN NAPOLITANO, ESQ.
Cleary Giacobbe Alfieri Jacobs LLC
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Peggy Gallos
OFFICE MANAGER
Karen Burris

MOBILE DREDGING & VIDEO PIPE, INC
A Carylon Company
3100 Bethel Road - Chester, PA
Harding Highway – Newfield, NJ
Dredging & Dewatering Services
Sewer, Stormwater, Water Line
Inspection, Cleaning & Maintenance
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Call: 1-800-635-9689
mdvpinc.com

Executive Director’s Message
Lessons from Sandy, Applied to the
COVID-19 Pandemic
“This is our second disaster together,”
a member of the staff of the NJDEP
reminded me last March as our sector
began to grapple with COVID-19.
“She’s right,” I thought to myself.
We had both worked to help the sector after the damage of Superstorm
Sandy.

shared how they managed staff issues
such as when staff needed to go home
to tend to damage in their own homes.
FEMA applications were a big topic
of discussion. Emergency procurement was a much-discussed topic, too.
Utilities offered to help one another.
The calls became an important information
source
for the
“This is our second disaster together,” a
NJDEP
member of the staff of the NJDEP reminded
and
me last March as our sector began to
other state
agencies.
grapple with COVID-19.
During
debriefing
meetings
hosted by OHSP, the AEA calls were
That was a very different type of
noted as beneficial. It was suggested
disaster. It was a storm event, not a
that this type of forum be a standard
pandemic. The physical damage was
practice.
enormous. The financial damage was
Indeed, AEA has resurrected
too. And while it took many years
this approach for the pandemic, only
to rebuild after the storm, the storm
instead of conference calls, we are
event itself was limited in scope and
online, with video and shared screens.
duration. In New Jersey the worst
That’s because with the pandemic,
impacts were in the central and north
as with Sandy, the same need exists:
coastal areas, but the problems elsepeople help one another. They share
where in the State were not as bad.
and trade ideas. Early on, for COYet, some of the lessons we
VID-19, people discussed managing
learned from Sandy are helping us
staff and handling sick time. Managcope now.
ing public meetings online and allowIn Sandy, we found a great need
ing staff to work at home were topics
for in-sector communication. We set
that also came in for much discussion.
up daily conference calls that we held
On weekly calls hosted by the Water
for weeks, even on weekends. On the
calls, people could share problems and
Sector Security Working Group, the
brainstorm for solutions. We shared
DEP and the sector discussed access
information specific to our sector that
for sampling and other procedures
affected by the pandemic. Managers
we heard on daily Office of Emerdiscussed staff anxiety. More recently
gency Management briefing conferthe topic has been safely returning to
ence calls. During the AEA conferwork.
ence calls, AEA members discussed
After Sandy, AEA postponed its
procuring diesel fuel and temporary
measures for processing and transNovember conference, rescheduling
porting sludge. Sometimes people
it to January. AEA devoted nearly
4 AEA-NJ Summer Newsletter

By Peggy Gallos
the entire conference to storm and
post-storm topics. It is a very human
thing, this desire to tell your story.
Folks at that post-Sandy conference
were glued to their seats as people
described water pouring into plants,
assessing damage to pump stations,
and tensely tended generators that
were operating way beyond the threeday capacity they were intended to be
used for.
I am sure post-COVID-19, the
same need will exist. We have noted
on our call for abstracts that we are
particularly interested in COVID-19
related presentations. Whether we
meet face-to-face or in some online
forum in the fall, we will be telling
our stories, finding ways to cope with
the financial consequences of the
pandemic, and helping one another
move ahead.

Digesting New Jersey’s Drinking Water
And Sewerage System Connection Fee Credits

P

.L. 2018 c.74 (the “amendment”) amended the sewer
connection fee provisions of
the Sewerage Authority Law,
the water and sewer connection fee
provisions of the Municipal and County Utilities Authorities Law, the water
and sewer connection fee provisions
of the Municipal and County Utilities
Sewerage Act, and the water connection fee provisions of the County and
Municipal Water Supply Act, (individually “Local Government Unit” or
“LGU” and collectively, “LGUs”).
The Amendment authorizes an
LGU to charge ratepayers additional
connection fees for changes in Use;
limits an LGU’s authority to award
service connection fee credits (“credits”); and proscribes the methodology
to be employed by an LGU in calculating credits. Although the Amendment resolves some uncertainties in
imposition of connection fees and
credits, the amendment has proven
challenging in application.
Note that documentation of a
property’s prior use is critical to
successfully undertaking the connection fee analysis in many cases.
Frequently, connection fee filings
serve as an LGU’s only detailed
record of a property’s system demand.
Such a practice is effective in focusing
limited LGU resources on application
review and should be incorporated
into the service application.
Lastly, the article defines the term
“use” as a generic reference to the
metric employed by an Authority to
measure a property’s use or demand
of system resources, whether it be
the number of residential units and
bedrooms therein, square footage
of residential or commercial space,
number of bathrooms or some other
metric.

Service Connections Less than 20
Years
The amendment employs two independent analyses predicated on
the number of years a property has
received service. Answering the
following three questions should be
first applied to Service connections
less than 20 years: (i) has the property
paid a prior connection fee, (ii) does
it utilize the existing physical connection, and (iii) does the new use exceed
15% of the old use? If the answer to
all three questions is “yes,” the new
connection fee is equal to the increase
in Use. If there is no material increase
in use, the amendment is clear that no
connection fee can be charged.
For a property receiving service
for less than 20 years, that (i) requires
a new physical connection, and (ii)
the new use constitutes a material
increase in use, an argument can be
made that the amendment authorizes
the LGU to impose a connection
fee without regard to prior use and
without regard to whether a prior
connection fee was paid. The amendment does not permit imposition of
a connection fees for a new physical
connection for which there is no material increase in use.
Service Connections of 20 or More
Years
The real challenge in assessing
connection fees rests with properties
connected to the system for 20 or
more years and whether the connection fee should be offset by a credit.
Here also, the analysis is simplified by
addressing two preliminary questions:
is the property currently receiving
service; or have service charges been
paid for less than one of the last five
years? If the answer to either of the
above is “yes,” the property is ineligible to receive a credit.
Assuming the property is not
AEA-NJ Summer Newsletter 5
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receiving service and has paid service
charges in at least one of the last five
years, the next step in the analysis
is to identify whether the property
meets the amendment’s definition of
“disconnected property” as well as
“period of disconnection.”
Although the amendment does
not articulate the definition of “period
of disconnection,” it is critical to the
credit calculation. The amendment’s
credit provisions rely heavily upon
“reconnection of a disconnected
property” but also requires the period
of disconnection to be known when
considering the applicability of credits
at the time of processing the service
connection application.
In response, some LGUs have
deemed the date of receipt of the
service connection application as the
“end of disconnection” for purposes
of calculating the credit, but subject
credit eligibility to reconnection of the
property within the five-year period.
Physically Disconnected Properties
The physically disconnected property
Continues on page 6

Digesting New Jersey’s Drinking Water
Continued from page 5

presents the easiest case of determining “disconnected property.” Note,
however, that while the definition
flirts with excluding physical disconnections of less than 12 months as
temporary, this period of physical
disconnection only constitutes a temporary disconnection when “reconnected as it existed” prior to the old
use, arguably no increase in use.
If the property has been disconnected for less than five years, has the
property previously paid a connection
fee? If so, and the new use is the same
as the old use, understandably, the
credit is equal to the amount of the
connection fee.
If there is a physical disconnection and the new use is greater than
the old use, the net effect is to charge
the property a connection fee equal

Authority View is written and
edited by AEA staff and volunteer
contributors.
It is printed by Hermitage Press,
Trenton NJ.
Editor:
Peggy Gallos
Associate Editor:
Karen Burris
Advertising Manager:
Karen Burris

to the increase in use. Note here, the
consideration of “increase in use” is
a simple comparison of old and new
use without consideration of material
increase in use discussed above.
Properties to Which Service Has
Been Discontinued Without Payments Being Made
The full weight of the amendment’s complexities is felt when
assessing applicability of a credit
for “properties not physically disconnected but to which service has
been discontinued without payments
being made.” In evaluating whether
service has been discontinued, LGUs
possessing metering data for the
respective service to which the system
application applies define the date of
suspended service rightly as last day
of metered use. For systems lack-

ing metering data for the respective
service, the recommended path is for
the LGUs to issue a formal determination based upon the property owner’s
submission of proof of discontinued
water service.
Note however, that the definition of “disconnected property”
provides some guidance as to whether
a suspension of service is “temporary” in the context of suspension of
service (and thus not deemed to be a
disconnected property). While LGUs
define the time period differently, the
amendment’s specific reference to
“payments not being made” (emphasis
added) expressly requires more than
one payment cycle to have elapsed.
Given the apparent discretion granted
LGUs by the amendment, it would
appear appropriate for an LGU that
Continues on page 7
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hazenandsawyer.com
Edison, NJ
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Digesting New Jersey’s Drinking Water
Continued from page 6

bills quarterly to define “disconnected
property” as a property that has been
physically disconnected from the
system or a property not physically
disconnected but to which service
has been discontinued without three
payments being made.” Such a clarification would provide some flesh to
the concept of “temporary disconnection.” A revision to the amendment to
resolve this ambiguity would appear
to be in order.
For such properties disconnected
for less than five years, and for which
prior connection fees have been paid,
the credit analysis is consistent with
that employed for physically disconnected properties, i.e., the net connection fee reflects the increase in use.
For such properties that have not previously paid connection fees, in most
cases, the credit analysis authorizes
the LGU to recoup previously unpaid
service charges, plus charge a connection fee equal to the lesser of the new
connection fee or 20 percent of the
annual service that would have been
paid for the period of disconnection
(e.g., if the annual service was $400
and the period of disconnection was 3
years, twenty percent would be equal
to $300).
Consolidated Properties
LGUs in urban areas experiencing
significant economic development
routinely receive applications comprised of multiple previously independent lots. The amendment provides
no guidance as to how LGUs should
address such connection fee applications. The complexity of analyzing
these lots is self-evident: portions
of these consolidated lots haven’t
previously received service; were not
disconnected; haven’t paid service for
more than 5 years; and other factors to
be applied in the above analysis.
The amendment’s reference to a
“property connected to the [system],”
and “reconnection of a disconnected

property,” and the extreme complexity
in applying the amendment’s analysis
in the context of such properties, provides strong support that consolidated
properties are not within the purview
of the amendment. To the contrary, a
more reasoned approach is to deem
such consolidated properties as new
connections.
Conclusion
Authorities are aided by the amendment in identifying circumstances in
which connections fees are charged
and similarly for issuance of credits.
Given the consequences of applying
the amendment incorrectly, especially in systems having high service
connection fees, LGUs are advised
to proceed cautiously. Moreover,
although Authorities may wish to provide more equity in their award and
calculation of credits, LGUs should
be equally cognizant of the significant

constraints of the Amendment in their
exercise of discretion.
About the writer: Frank E. Scangarella is a recognized government
and public finance attorney with
over 25 years of experience counseling government entities, practicing
environmental law, and structuring
water and transportation infrastructure projects. Frank focuses his
practice on providing Bond Counsel
and General Counsel to New Jersey’s
local government units, and leads the
Firm’s COVID-19 Recovery Team assisting small businesses and government units navigate business continuity matters during the Pandemic.
Frank is also an active member of
the Association of Environmental
Authorities, volunteering his services
with regard to various legal and
policy matters confronting the water
sector.

When you find that your facility’s
reality defies logic….

Turn to the experienced professionals at
Environmental Resolutions, Inc.
for reliable, cost-effective solutions.

Headquarters in
Mount Laurel, NJ
856-235-7170
info@erinj.com
www.erinj.com
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East Windsor MUA Welcomed a New Solar Array
This Summer

T

he 1.8 MW solar array will
power the entire wastewater treatment plant and is
scheduled to be activated
on August 1, 2020. The solar array
covers a total of 14 acres in all. No
BPU Clean Energy funding was used
for the project. Rather, it was done in
partnership with a solar company, an
arrangement called a power purchase
agreement (PPA) that will save the
Authority about $350,000 annually.
The project had been in the works
for nearly a decade. It was almost set
to proceed in 2012, but the price of
SRECs suffered a huge drop, from
$740 to $160, making it less financially viable to pursue at the time.
The initial plan was for the Author-

ity to own the array, but that change
in the financial climate which also
prompted a change in thought as to a
lease arrangement rather than outright
ownership of the solar array.
The total cost of construction
to the PPA is about $6 million. The
project was a joint effort between the
Authority board and Richard Brand,
executive director. By following the
market price with PPA’s for the past
several years, the Authority only
acted when the market price was
down to $.035.04 / KW hr., feeling
that it was a good time to proceed
with the project. The Authority went
out to bid in July 2019 and received a
price of $.03/Kw hr. with no escalator
for 15 years.

EWMUA Aerial-mods complete.
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The PPA (Solar Landscape) will
also be installing a 30-foot wide,
1,700-foot paved road to the entrance
of the solar field, which would
have cost the MUA approximately
$425,000 to build.
The Authority will be looking
at another solar project in the near
future on the same property to power
all five of its water treatment plants
and eleven pump stations, as well as
battery backup for redundancy and to
sell back to PJM, which operates the
grid.
To learn more about the project, contact Rich Brand at rbrand@
eastwindsormua.com.

Conduit Trenching- Roadway
installed- Post.

Inverter brackets.

WASTEWATER ENGINEERING
• Wastewater Management Plans
• Federal, State and Local Permitting
• Hydraulic Capacity Studies
• Development Reviews
• Wastewater Pump Stations
• Sewage Force Mains
• Interceptors and Trunk Sewers
• Wastewater Treatment Facilities
• Sludge Handling Facilities
• Sludge Management Plans
• Capital Project Facilities Evaluation
• Co-Generation Facilities
• Subsurface Disposal of Effluent
• Infiltration & Inflow Remediation
• Rate Studies

Consulting & Municipal

ENGINEERS

Parlin • Howell • Monmouth Junction • Camden • Pleasantville • Barnegat

www.cmeusa1.com • P: 732.727.8000
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DLGS Director Walter Promotes Recently
Established DCA Iniatives

A

t its February 27th meeting, the AEA Human
Resource Committee
welcomed DLGS Director Melanie Walter, to its forum who
updated the group on a variety of
activities and introduced initiatives
currently underway at the Division.
Of particular interest to the group
was the announcement that the DCA
had recently launched the Local Assistance Bureau (LAB) whose mission
is to provide high-level hands-on help
to local governments. She stated that
upon taking office, it was her desire
to increase the Division’s focus on the
‘services’ aspect, and immediately
proceeded to increase capacity providing technical assistance in a wide
variety of areas to local governments

at no cost. The goal of the bureau is
to cultivate the best practices in local
governments and to local agencies
that might be facing challenges to
the State’s comprehensive network of
resources.
Ms. Walter explained the LAB
employs an innovative approach to
local services, providing comprehensive management consulting services
to local government agencies utilizing
experienced local government professionals and data-driven analytics – all
at NO COST to local agencies. It is
comprised of specialists who have
considerable expertise with local
budget law, local bond law, local
public contracts law and many other
intricacies of local government. She
promoted that Bureau staff can assist

Water
Environment
Transportation
Energy
Facilities

Edison, NJ

By Bernie Bujak
with administration, finance/purchasing, human resources, labor negotiations and risk management/ insurance
among other things.
She stressed this program is
designed to assist local government entities with administrative,
operational and financial operations
as well as identify inefficiencies, cost
drivers and offer recommendations
to improve employee proficiency,
enhance operational efficiency and
implement best practices designed to
improve accountability and transparency without compromising service
delivery. For further information on
the LAB, contact the Department of
Community Affairs at 609-292-6858
or email the Department at localassistance@dca.nj.gov.
Ms. Walter then discussed the Local Efficiency Achievement Program
(LEAP) stating that ‘this initiative is
a natural extension of the DLGS mission’. The LEAP program is available
to all New Jersey local government
entities and affords an unprecedented
opportunity to explore, establish and
incentivize shared services implemenContinues on page 11
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DLGS Director Walter Promotes
Continued from page 10

tation across all of New Jersey’s local
government entities. She stressed
that sharing services offers numerous
benefits including but not limited to
reducing costs, delivering services in
a more efficient manner and generates
increased value for each dollar spent
while ensuring local units remain
responsible stewards of public trust.
LEAP grants allocate funds to help
cover costs associated with shared
service implementation – including one-time reimbursable costs
for project completion or transition
support. The DLGS is responsible
for administering the LEAP program,
and is comprised of three components: Challenge Grants, Implementation Grants and County Coordinator

Grants. Eligible entities are invited to
apply for grant funds under each of
the LEAP grants. Those interested in
receiving additional information are
encouraged to contact program staff at
(609) 292-6858 or submit questions to
dlgs.leapgrant@dca.nj.gov.
Lastly, Ms. Walter updated the
group on the status of the implementation of the Financial Automation
System Tracking (“FAST”) Module,
stating that Authorities could anticipate entering their budgets in the near
future. Those who have questions or
are interested in participating in its
PILOT phase should be directed to
helpdesk@dca.nj.gov or (609) 2928134.
Ms. Walter was thankful for the
opportunity to speak to the group in

a relaxed intimate setting as she is
striving for the Division to enhance its
outreach and educational functions;
while the AEA Human Resource
Committee appreciated the time Ms.
Walter spent with the participants,
noting it was the first time the Director accepted such an invitation.
About the writer: Bernie Bujak is
the Chief Financial Officer and
Director of Human Resources at the
South Monmouth Regional Sewerage
Authority. In addition to being a current AEA Board Member, he is Chair
of its Human Resource Committee
and serves as a member to other AEA
Committees. Anyone interested in
joining the Human Resource Committee is invited to contact Bernie.

THE LAW OFFICE OF
GEORGE J. TYLER, P.C.
Serving New Jersey business in the
following areas of law:
• Environmental Issues
• Contract & Construction Issues
• General Business • Commercial Transactions
• Insurance Coverage Litigation
• Regulatory & Legislative Representation
• Planning & Zoning • Real Estate
• Labor & Employment Law

SOLVING COMPLEX
WATER CHALLENGES
The Kiely Family of Companies provides full service
design-build support for:
Potable Water Facilities
Wastewater Facilities

Pipeline Forensics
Program Management

Located on Rte. 130 North in
Robbinsville, New Jersey we are within minutes
of the New Jersey Turnpike and Rtes. 195 & 295
1 AAA Drive, Suite 204
Robbinsville, New Jersey 08691

(609) 631-0600 - Fax (609) 631-0651
gtyler@tcglaw.com

To learn more about our turnkey services and how we can respond to your
project’s unique requirements, contact us.
Dave Applegate, P.E. (732) 403-8500 ext. 463
kielybuilds.com
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AEA Honors Member Achievements
Recipients of the 2020 Wave Award

A

EA is proud to recognize
members who were recipients of the wave award
during our recognition
lunch at the spring utility management conference in March. Awards
were presented for:
Individual Wave Achievement
J. Michael Broyles, Bayshore Regional SA
Tina Stack, Hamilton Department
WPC
Life Member
Robert Fischer, PS&S (formerly
Bayshore RSA)
Best Management Practices
Ocean County UA
Toms River MUA
Western Monmouth UA

John Buonocore (l) of Rahway Valley SA proudly accepts an
Energy Savers award. He is pictured with Peggy Gallos and
AEA First Vice President Richard Brand.

Energy Savers
Bayshore Regional SA
Rahway Valley SA
Forward Thinking
Passaic Valley SC

Insight. Expertise. Innovation.

We deliver on your environmental challenge.
• Water and Wastewater Engineering
• Regulatory Support
• Stormwater Management
150 College Road West
Suite 100
Princeton, NJ 08540
609-924-8821
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www.kleinfelder.com
(formerly Omni Environmental)

www.kleinfelder.com

Bob Fischer of PS&S and recently retired executive director
of Bayshore RSA is awarded Life Member.

Director of Fertilizing Manufacturing Division Peter
Kusion (r) accepts a Best Management Award on behalf
of Ocean County UA.

Bernie Rutkowski accepts a Best Management Practices
award for Toms River MUA.

Senior Engineer Albie Perry poses for the camera as he
accepts PVCS’ Forward Thinking award.

Executive Director of
Toms River Robert DiBiase shows off their Best
Management Practices
award.
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Alaimo Group

75 Livingston Avenue, Roseland, NJ 07068 (973) 622-1800

Consulting Engineers
200 HIGH STREET, MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
Tel: 609-267-8310 Fax: 609-845-0300
2 MARKET STREET, PATERSON, NJ 07501
Tel: 973-523-6200 Fax: 973-523-1765
www.alaimogroup.com

Serving Authorities throughout the State of New Jersey.
McManimon, Scotland and Baumann, LLC is a law firm focused on
New Jersey, serving both government and private sector clients - with
an extensive history in public and structured finance and redevelopment
law. We provide the power of ideas and innovation in the fields of public
sector finance and regulation – environmental, energy supply, energy
conservation, energy savings improvement programs, bond and lease
financing, solid and hazardous waste, transportation, housing, water
supply and wastewater financing.

www.W-CPA.com
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Helping protect
New Jersey’s
water resources
Mott MacDonald is proud to have worked
with municipalities across New Jersey
to modernize water treatment plants,
strengthen wastewater infrastructure,
control combined sewer overflows, and
improve the quality of local waterways.
For more information, write to
americas@mottmac.com or
call 800.832.3272.
mottmac.com
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The Association of Environmental Authorities
2333 Whitehorse-Mercerville Road, Suite 2, Mercerville, NJ 08619
609-584-1877 | Fax: 609-584-8271

This newsletter is published by the Association of Environmental
Authorities three times a year as a service to its members.
No material maybe reprinted from this publication without
the express permission of the editor. The Association of
Environmental Authorities assumes no responsibility for opinions
or statements of facts expressed by contributors or advertisers,
and editorials do not necessarily represent official policy of the
organization. Display and classified advertisements are included
as an educational service to our readers. Advertising rates and
information may be obtained by calling 609.584.1877 or by
referring to the AEA web site www.aeanj.org.
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Printed on recycled paper

AEA is a nonprofit association
of governmental agencies
and supporting private
businesses that are dedicated
to maintaining and
improving New Jersey’s land
and water environment by
providing high-quality water,
wastewater and solid waste
utility services to New Jersey
businesses and residents at
reasonable rates.

